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[5 7] ABSTRACT 
The track gage, camber or flexure, as well as the 
strength of the rail fastening may be measured with a 
surveying car with two surveying buggies 0r frames 
spaced from each other in the direction of track elon 
gation and running on the track rails with the car. 
Each surveying frame has two axles having wheels 
running on the track rails. A respective undercarriage 
on which the car chassis is mounted is arranged be 
tween the two axles of a respective surveying frame. 
The surveying frames are preferably yielding and their 
axles and wheels indicate the relative position of the 
frames to each other and to the track. 

11 Claims, 9 Drawing Figures 
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TRACK SURVEYING 

This is a continuation-in-part of application Ser. No. 
813,855, ?led Apr. 7, 1969, now abandoned. 
The present invention relates to track surveying, and 

to an improved railroad track surveying car which has 
two surveying bogies or frames mounted below, but in 
dependently movable in respect of, the chassis of the 
car and running on the track rails with the car. 
Surveying frames of this type have the advantage that 

they can be used as reliable reference for measuring 
signals characteristic of a track condition without this 
reference being in?uenced to any substantial extent by 
the position and/or movements of the car chassis. 

It is the primary object of this invention to provide a 
track surveying car of this general type which is not 
only adapted to perform an increased variety of survey 
ing and measuring operations but also improves the ac 
curacy of the signals derived therefrom to determine 
corresponding track conditions. This object is accom 
plished primarily by using only the surveying bogies as 
a reference for establishing the desired measurements 
or signals characteristic of a given track condition, 
without using the car chassis for this purpose. 

It is another object of the invention to provide and 
use a minimal number of sturdy surveying elements ca 
pable of accurate and full engagement with the track 
rails for obtaining measurements or signals characteris— 
tic of a great variety of track conditions. This is accom 
plished by using the same surveying elements for multi 
ple purposesso that a single apparatus can be used for 
an extraordinary variety of surveying operations mak 
ing it possible to determine all important conditions of 
a track. 
The above and other objects are accomplished in ac 

cordance with the invention by providing two such sur 
veying buggies or frames spaced from each other in the 
direction of track elongation. Each surveying frame has 
two axles having wheels running on theitrack rails, the 
axles and wheels being arranged to indicate the posi 
tions of the surveying frames in relation to each other 
and in relation to the track rails. The chassis of the sur 
veying car is mounted on undercarriages for movement 
on and along the track rails, and a respective undercar 
riage is arranged between the two axles of a respective 
surveying frame. Preferably, each surveying buggy is 
a yielding frame consisting of universally linked frame 
parts, and at least some of the wheels should be 
?anged, with the wheel treads running on the rails and 
the ?anges capable of being pressed into contacting en 
gagement with the rails. 
The surveying buggies or frames are preferably rela 

tively closely adjacent each other in the direction of 
track elongation and, as the following detailed descrip 
tion will show, their parts may be used directly to sur 
vey and measure practically all parameters characteris 
tic of the condition of a track. The surveying frames are 
so mounted as to be practically independent of the po 
sition of the surveying car chassis although changes in 
its position and corresponding changes in the pressures 
exerted upon the track rails by the undercarriages of 
the car will have some in?uence upon the magnitudes 
of the measurements made by the surveying frames. 
The yielding surveying frame, which keeps all its 

wheels in contacting engagement with the rails, assures 
that the geometrical measurements made by the sur 
veying elements are made in reference thereto and not 
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2 
to the surveying car chassis. However, the latter may 
serve as a reference to obtain measurements of both 
surveying frames but, in this case, too, the measure 
ments'obtained by the surveying frames are related to 
each other. The accuracy and dependability of the 
measurements increase with the closeness of the two 
surveying frames to each other. Therefore, they are 
preferably mounted below the surveying car chassis im 
mediately next to each other, with the undercarriages 
of the car being arranged between the two axes of re 
spective ones of the surveying frames. 
A small distance between the facing axles of the two 

surveying frames has the advantage that a position 
change between the two frames in relation to each 
other between the two facing axles may be very readily 
and accurately measured. This advantage is of particu 
lar importance when the surveying car is used to mea 
sure the track gage, as will be explained hereinafter. 
Each surveying frame forms a reference for the mea 

surements to be taken and, therefore, the distance be 
tween the axles of each surveying frame in the direction 
of track elongation should not be too small. ‘Since, how 
ever, some measurements require close spacing of ref 
erence axles, it is preferred that the distance between 
the facing axles of the two surveying frames is consider 
ably less in the direction of track elongation than the 
same distance between the axles of each surveying 
frame. ' 

With the ?anged wheels of the surveying frame 
pressed laterally into contacting engagement with a se 
lected grade rail, the surveying frame will serve as an 
accurate reference with the grade rail. 
According to one important feature of the invention, 

at least some of the axles of the surveying frames and 
/or the undercarriages of the surveying car are capable 
of applying a controlled and measureable lateral and/or 
vertical pressure upon the track rails. The resultant 
track changes may then be measured and evaluated to 
determine certain track conditions. Suitable measuring 
devices are provided to indicate the parameters ob 
tained by the surveying elements, such as distances, an 
gles or their functions, etc. 

Finally, the measurements must be suitably evalu 
ated, which requires recording and/or computing de 
vices to which the measurements are fed in a manner 

- well known in the art of automation so that the mea 
sured parameters will provide an accurate over-all pic 
ture of the track condition. Particularly in long track 
sections to be surveyed, the surveying car may be com 
bined with an elongated reference system whose refer 
ence line is considerably longer than the surveying 
frames but of which system the surveying frames form 
a part. The reference line may be any beam of electro 
magnetic radiation or a tensioned wire, as is well 
known, but particular accuracy will be obtained by 
using a laser beam for this purpose since its direction 
may be most precisely controlled. 

If the surveying cars are to be capable of consider 
able speeds, the spacing between the undercarriage 
must be relatively large and it will be useful to employ 
swivel trucks for this purpose, rather than ?xed axles. 
If the surveying frames are also spaced far apart, one, 
for instance, being mounted on the car and the other 
one being spaced therefrom, it will be difficult to mea 
sure their changes of position in relation to each other 
directly. In such an arrangement, it will be advanta 
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geous to use a laser beam as a common reference ex 
tending from one to the other surveying frame. 
Surveying equipment of this type may be advanta 

geously used for a great variety of surveying and track 
measuring operations, as will become clear hereinafter. 

The above and other objects advantages and features 
of the apparatus and method of the present invention 
will become more apparent from the following detailed 
description of certain preferred embodiments thereof, 
taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawing 

wherein 

FIG. 1 is a side view of an embodiment of a surveying 
car according to this invention; 
FIG. 2 is a schematic top view of an apparatus for 

surveying a track curve; 
FIG. 3 is a schematic side view of an apparatus useful 

in track leveling operations; 
FIG. 4 is a schematic top view of an apparatus for 

> measuring a track gage; - 

FIG. 5 is a schematic top view of a similar apparatus 
used to survey the condition of the ties and rail fasten 

FIGS. 6 to are schematic side views of apparatus 
respectively useful to survey the camber-or superele 
vation of tracks, the ?exure of the track rails, and the 
condition of the ballast bed; and 
FIG. 9 is a schematic top view of an apparatus using 

laser beams for measuring the curvature or lateral posi 
tion of a track. 
As will be apparent from a consideration of the illus 

trated embodiments described hereinafter, a great vari 
ety of track surveying and measuring operations may 
be effected with a surveying car according to the inven 
tion. 
The chassis l of the surveying car illustrated in FIG. 

1 is mounted on undercarriages 2 and 2’ whose wheels 
move on track rails 4. This may be a more or less con 
ventional railroad car and each undercarriage may 
comprise a ?xed axle or swivel truck. In the specific 
embodiment of FIG. I, the undercarriages are ?xed 
axles mounted on brackets 20 and 2a’ af?xed to the 
underside of chassis l. The undercarriage axles are 
journaled in the brackets and carry the wheels. of the 
undercarriages 2 and 2’. 
Two measuring or surveying buggies or frames 3 and 

3' are mounted below the chassis of the surveying car, 
each surveying buggy having two axles spaced from 
each other in the direction of track elongation and each 
undercarriage being arranged between the two axles of 
a measuring frame associated therewith. As shown, the 
measuring frame or surveying buggy 3 has axle 2A and 
28 carrying ?anged wheels A and B running on the 
track rails, and like frame 3' has like axles 2C and 2D 
also carrying such ?anged wheels C and D, frame 3 
being associated with undercarriage 2 and frame 3’ 
being associated with undercarriage 2'. 
The undercarriages 2 and 2’ carry the load of the sur-v 

veying car. They may be subjected to controlled loads 
of the same or different known magnitudes so that the 
pressure on the track rails at points 2 and 2' may be 
readily determined. Similarly, controllable downward 
loads or pressures of known magnitudes may be applied 
from car 1 upon axles 2A, 2B, 2C, and 2D of the sur 
veying buggies by hydraulic motors or springs, for in 
stance. Additionally, these axles may be subjected to 
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4 
controllable lateral pressures so that they may exert 
corresponding pressures of measurable magnitude 
upon a selected track rail by means of the ?anged 
wheels of the surveying buggies which engage the rail. 
Hydraulic motors, solenoids or any other suitable and 
conventional means may be used to apply the vertical 
and/or lateral pressures upon selected axles of the car 
and/or the surveying buggies. 
The measuring frames or surveying buggies 3 and 3' 

each consists of'universally linked frame parts or rods 
so that the frames may readily conform to the rails‘ cur 
vature and all four flanged wheels of each frame at all 
times engage the rails 4. The frame linkage yields suf? 
ciently so that the wheels at its four corners will follow 
each rail at a superelevated track curve section. 
The wheels of the surveying buggies have a cylindri 

cal tread running on the rails and a ?ange for engage 
ment with the rail head of a selected rail, i.e., the grade 
rail, when the wheel is laterally pressed thereagainst. In 
this manner, the frame forms an accurate reference or 
datum line in cooperation with the grade rail which it 
firmly engages. Also, the controlled lateral pressure 
makes it possible to measure any form changes in the 
rail which has been subjected to such pressure. 

In the speci?c embodiment of FIG. 2, the frame of 
each surveying buggy consists of universally linked 
frame parts, the axles 2A, 2B and 2C, 2D of the respec 
tive buggies being linked to pairs of elongated rods 12 
and 12', respectively, by respective pairs of ball-and 
socket joints 7, 8 and 9, 11. If desired, these axles may 
be telescoping tubes whose length is adjustable, for in 
stance by hydraulic motor means. Each pair of elon 
gated surveying frame rods 12 and 12’ is suspended 
from the surveying car, as shown in FIG. 1, by pairs of 
pivotal mounting rods 12a, 12a’ whose ends are linked, 
respectively, to rods 12, 12’ and to supports on the un 
derside of chassis 1. In this manner, the surveying 
frames are freely movable in a universal suspension on 
the car. 
As shown in connection with surveying frame 3’ in 

FIG. 2 (the same arrangement being used on the other 
frame), its ?anged wheels A and B may be pressed 
against a selected rail 4 by hydraulic motors H, each of 
the motors having its hydraulic cylinder af?xed to a re 
spective rod of the surveying buggy while its associated 
piston has a shoe for engagement with the selected 
grade rail. As hydraulic ?uid is supplied, a measurable 
and controlled pressure is exerted upon the buggy axles 
in a selected direction so that the flanged wheels of the 
buggy will press against the selected rail. Hydraulic 
motor means for pressing ?anged wheels against rails 
are shown, for instance, in US. Pat. No. 3,334,592, 
dated Aug. 8, 1967, and solenoid means for the same 
purpose are shown in US. Pat. No. 3,557,459, dated 
Jan. 26, I971. 
As shown in FIGS. 1 and 2, the distance between the 

facing axles 2B and 2C of the two surveying buggies 3 
and 3' is considerably less, in the direction of track 
elongation, than the distance between the axles of each 
buggy, each of which forms a reference. 
As indicated in FIG. 1, the surveying car may also 

carry additional surveying devices, such as track gage 
measuring devices 5 and/or a microphone M at the 
front of the car (in the working direction of the car in 
dicated by the horizontal arrow). The track rails or 
parts thereof may be subjected to vibrations producing 
sound waves received by the microphone, and the cor 
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responding signals may be used to read certain condi 
tions of the vibrating rails or their parts in a manner 
known per se. 
Merely by way of examples, the above-described sur 

veying car may be used to survey the following track 
conditions and to produce and record, if desired, sig 
nals characteristic of the surveyed or measured track 
conditions. In all operations, there is the advantage that 
the successive measuring or surveying points are 
closely spaced in the direction of track elongation so 
that any position change of adjacent points may be sim 
ply and directly measured as the car moves continu 
ously along the track. It is, of course, within the scope 
of the present invention to make more complex and in 
direct measurements of survey points spaced farther 
apart if and when desired. 

1. Surveying the curvature of a track curve: 
As indicated in FIG. 2, the two successive surveying 

buggies with their axles 2A, 2B and 2C, 2D are used to 
determine the curvature of a track section. For this 
purpose, straight rods 12 and 12’, which could also be 
imaginary lines, are established on the respective sur 
veying buggies between points -7, 8 and 9, l1, respec 
tively, which are ball-and-socket joints linking the rods 
to the buggy axles in the illustrated embodiment. The 
lines constituted by rods 12, 12' extend in the direction 
of track elongation and are in alignment parallel to the 
track rails in a straight track section. In a track curve, 
the line 12’ is extended by a rod or imaginary line 6 be 
yond point 8 on axle 28 at least to axle 2D. The lateral 
distance d between point 9 on axle 2D and line 6 is 
measured either directly or, preferably, by measuring 
angles [3 and 'y, or their functions. Angle B is enclosed 
between lines 6 of the one surveying buggy and a real 
or imaginary line 10 connecting point 8 with point 11 
of the other surveying buggy. Angle 'y is enclosed be 
tween lines 10 and 12. The following formula is used to 
derive distance d: 

d = btan B = ctany 

wherein b is the distance between two corresponding 
points of axles 2A and 2C or 2B and 2D of the two sur 
veying buggies, and c is the known length of lines 12, 
12’, i.e., the distance between the axles of eachsurvey 
ing buggy, which constitutes the reference or datum. 

If d is known, the radius R of the track curve may be 
derived from the following formula:v 

The accuracy of this survey depends on the location 
of reference points 7, 8, 9 and 11 on the axles of the 
two surveying'buggies at an equal distance from the 
axis of the track or the grade rail. In a track curve, the 
outer rail is always used as the grade rail. 

2. Surveying the track grade: 
In a manner similar to establishing the curvature of 

the track in a horizontal plane, the curvature of the 
track 4 in a vertical plane, i.e., its grade, may be mea 
sured with the two surveying buggies, as illustrated in 
FIG. 3. 2A real or imaginary ?xed reference line 13’ 
between axles A and 2B of one surveying buggy is ex 
tended by real or imaginary line 13 at least to the far 
axle 2D of the other surveying buggy. The distance d of 
line 13 from reference point 14 of axle 2D is measured 
in a manner corresponding to that described herein 
above. The parameter d may then be used in an analo 
gous manner to determine the vertical curvature of the 

20 

6 
track, it again being preferred not to measure distance 
d directly but to establish its value by measuring the 
functions of angles B and y between lines 13, 15 and 
16. As in the previous embodiment, the reference 
points 14, 17, 18 and 19 on the respective surveying 
buggy axles are all at the same distance from the grade 
rail which, in a track curve, is the inner rail when it is 
desired to determine the track grade for leveling pur 
poses. 

3. Surveying the track gage: 
As shown in FIG. 4, the two most closely adjacent 

axles of the two surveying buggies, with their respective 
wheels B and C, are pressed against opposite rails of 
track 4, i.e., in opposite transverse directions, until the 
?anges of the respective wheels on these axles contact 
and engage a respective one of the rails. The amount 
of the relative movement of wheels B and C trans 
versely of the track establishes the track gage at the 
surveyed track point. Thus, the distances a = b consti 
tute the gage S of the track. The distances a and b are 
measured in relation to the chain-dotted center line of 

_ chassis in respect of which the axles are laterally mov 
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able. The surveying frames merely serve as a reference 
and their relative position in relation to track 4 is of no 
signi?cance. As a increases, b becomes smaller, and 
vice versa, so that turning of the surveying frames has 
no signi?cant in?uence on the magnitudes of a and b 
because the wheels B and C are close together in the 
direction of track elongation. 
When measuring the track gage, the lateral pressure 

on the surveying frame axles must be controlled so that 
it does not deform the rails but merely presses the re 
spective wheel flange into contacting engagement with 
its grade rail. However, if it is desired to determine how 
the track gage may change under lateral pressures ex 
erted upon the rails by the wheels of regular train traf 
fic, the lateral pressure upon axles B and C may be so 
chosen that it corresponds to that of the wheels of train 
passing over the track. 

4. Determining the condition of the ties: 
,As shown in FIG. 5 and proceeding in a manner simi 

lar to that for surveying the track gage, the two closely 
adjacent axles 2B and 2C are pressed in opposite trans 
verse directions against opposite rails of track 4 but 
with a force K, which is sufficiently large to deform the 
rails, i.e., to increase the track gage. it is preferred to 
produce two rail deformations of different magnitude 
at longitudinally spaced points, i.e. with a force K2 at 
axle'2A and a force K, at axles 2B, 2C, the two lateral 
forces differing, for instance, by 1,000 kg to determine 
the modulus of elasticity of the rails. This produces a 
survey of the quality of the rail fastening on the ties. 
The forces K1 and K2 are preferably exerted upon the 

rails from the surveying‘ car 1 by means of the surveying 
buggies but, if desired, the force K2 may be exerted 
upon the track directly from car 1. In any case, the 
modulus of form changes in the track may be deter 
mined by the ratio between the exerted force and the 
track form change produced thereby. If the same track 
is subjected to two forces of different magnitude and 
the resultant track form changes are measured, the in 
?uence upon these form changes of the same material, 
i.e., the track rails, can be eliminated from consider 
ation so that there remains only the influence of the 
other track material, i.e., the ties, whose condition can 
thus be established. Such a tie survey is particularly 
conclusive when the difference in the magnitude of the 
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applied lateral forces is large. Therefore, it will be use 
ful to make the smaller of the two forces as small as 
possible. ' 

5. Surveying camber of the rails and superelevation: 

As shown in FIG. 6, the same two surveying buggies 
with their axles 2A, 2B and 2C. 2D are used. In this 
operation, the distance between a pair of reference 
points on each rail 4, 4' is measured, the position of 
these points being determined by that of the axles of 
the surveying buggies. As previously indicated, the 
frames of the surveying buggies are freely adaptable to 
any shape of track. 
As indicated in FIG. 6, the two rails are at a camber 

in relation to each other and the wheels on the survey 
ing buggy axle run on these rails, the wheels being on 
different levels, due to the superelevation of the track 
section being surveyed. If the four wheels of each sur 
vey buggy are interconnected by real or imaginary di 
agonal lines 20, 21 and 22, 23, respectively, and these 
diagonals are extended towards each other, the camber 
for base b, may be measured at the center line extend 
ing transversely of the track between the two adjacent 
axles 2B and 2C of the two surveying buggies. The cam 
ber for the base b, is constituted by the sum of the 
transverse distances w,’ and W2" between adjacent di 
agonals of the two surveying buggies. As is known, the 
camber for the base b2 is established by measuring the 
distance wz between the'two diagonals 20, 21 at the 
center of the surveying buggy midpoint between the 
axles 2A and 2B. The measurement W2 constitutes the 
s'uperelevation at the center which is approximated by 
the distance of the midpoints of the diagonals. 
The magnitude of the superelevation of the track in 

a track curve is determined in a manner known per se 
as the sum of the measured grade differences between 
successive points of the two rails. 

6. Surveying the ?exure of the track rails: 
Referring to FIG. 7, if the axles 2C and 2D of one sur 

veying frame are under the same load as the surveying 
car axle 2’, the track rails 4 will show the same despres 
sion or ?exure under each of these axles. However, if 
the undercarriage 2’ rests on a rail joint, the identical 
downward pressure on the ends of the two adjoining 
rail sections forming the joint will produce a stronger 
?exure when the ballast under the joint is poorly 
tamped because the rail ends act like the ends of a lever 
arm. Thus, the additional downward movement of the 
undercarriage 2’ in relation to the surveying frame 3’, 
which is used as a reference, indicates the location of 
a rail joint as long as the loads on all axles remain the 
same. In the illustrated embodiment, the position of un 
dercarriages 2 and 2' is measured in reference to the 
surveying frames 3 and 3’ so that the position of the 
frame of car 1 is without in?uence on these measure 
ments. Only the surveying frames serve as references. 

7. Surveying the ballast bed condition: 
F IG. 8 illustrates the use of the same arrangement for 

purposes of determining the condition of the ballast 
bed. If the downward pressures on the axles 2A, 2B, 2C 
and 20 of the surveying frames are equal while the load 
on car axle 2 exceeds that on car axle 2’ by a controlled 
amount, the difference between the downward move 
ment of axle 2 and of axle 2’ can be readily established. 
The measured difference, which depends on the magni 
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8 
tude of the different loads, is a parameter indicating the 
compactness of the ballast bed. 

If a track section is thus surveyed and an average pa 
rameter for the ballast condition is established, those 
skilled in the art of railroad bed maintenance will be in 
a position to determine whether it is necessary to tamp 
the surveyed track section. 
Thus, if the difference in grade or horizontal level of 

at least one axle of car 1 is measured in relation to a ref 
erence point whose position is determined by one of 
the surveying frames and the track is subjected at the 
same track point or at different track points to down 
ward pressures of different magnitude, the differences 
between the measured grade or level changes in the 
track can be compared to permit conclusions in respect 
of the condition of the ballast bed. 
The above description gives an indication of the great 

variety of track survey operations which can be carried 
out with the surveying car of this invention, without in 
any way exhausting‘ all possibilities. Thus, the car may 
be equipped with any number of additional devices for 
measuring track conditions and producing signals char 
acteristic thereof, such additional devices being func 
tionally associated with the surveying buggies, or oper 
ating independently thereof. For instance, the tension 
or stress of the track rails may be measured by using 
one or more ?attened wheels on the surveying buggies 
and/or car axles. The ?attened or otherwise noncircu 
lar portions of these wheels will subject the rails over 
which they run to rapidly succeeding impacts causing 
the rails to vibrate. The proper frequency of these vi 
brations may be measured by conventional sound anal 
ysis devices. If the frequency is high, the rail tension is 
high. If the vibration frequency is compared with that 
of a test piece having a desired tension, the magnitude 
of the track rail tension may be determined. For this 
purpose, an electroacoustical device, such as micro 
phone M (FIG. I), may be used to measure the fre 
quency. 

Similarly, the proper positioning of the rail clamps, 
bolts or other rail fasteners may be determined. For this 
purpose, one measures the frequency of the sound re 
sulting from the vibrations of the rails when they are 
slightly lifted. If the rail fastening is loose, i.e., the rail 
fastening means are poorly positioned, the sound is 
deeper. 

It is also possible to survey the condition of the rails 
heads on which the wheel treads run with the surveying 
car of the invention. This is done best by direct mea 
surement at the closely adjacent axles 2B and 2C of the 
surveying buggies, with considerable magnification. 
The seams at the rail joints need not be considered in 
this surveying operation. 
Since meters for measuring the various above 

indicated parameters are well known and any conven 
tional measuring devices may be used within the scope 
of the present invention, those skilled in the art will 
choose suitable devices without requiring further de 
scriptions thereof, which have been omitted to avoid 
prolixity. Since mechanical meters and/or recording 
devices may be subject to vibrations and corresponding 
inaccuracies, it may be useful to record and transmit 
mechanical parameters electrically or electronically. 
However, hydraulic meters may also be useful, particu 
larly if it is desired to dampen the motion of the mea 
suring device. 
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The measured parameters may be used to produce 
characteristic signals which may be fed to computers 
for evaluation of the results. ‘ 

It is also possible to combine the surveying car of the 
present invention with a suitable reference system for 
determining and controlling the lateral alignment and 
/or level of the track. Such reference systems may 
make use of reference lines constituted by beams. 
wires, sighting lines and, for high precision, laser 
beams. 
FIG. 9 illustrates an arrangement in which the posi 

tion of one surveying frame AB in relation to the other 
surveying frame C-D is determined by two laser beams 
24, 24'. The laser beams are directed from the one sur 
veying frame to receivers 25, 25’ on the other survey 
ing frame, each receiver consisting of a horizontally 
aligned series of optical eyes or photo-electric cells. 
The relative position of the two surveying frames will 
be shown by the cells activated by the laser beams. 
Since laser beams are precisely controllable and consti 
tute sharply defined pencils of light, the positioning of 
the two surveying frames can thus be very precisely de 
termined. 
Other means may be used to indicate the position of 

the surveying frame, such-means being well known in 
the track survey art. For instance, rotary potentiom~ 
eters may be mountedon the surveying frames for this 
purpose, as fully disclosed in US. Pat. No. 3,463,095, 
dated Aug. 26, 1969. 

in the illustrated embodiment, the two surveying 
frames are held at a fixed distance from each other by 
a coupling rod 10'. 
We claim: 
1. A railroad track surveying car comprising a chassis 

mounted on undercarriages for movement on and 
along the track rails, two surveying frames spaced from 
each other in the direction of track elongation and run 
ning on the track rails with the car, each surveying 
frame having two axles having rail surveying wheels 
running on the track rails, a respective one of the un 
dercarriages being arranged between the two axles of 
at least one of the surveying frames, and means con 
nected to the axles and wheels of the surveying frames 
for indicating the position of the surveying frames rela 
tive to each other and relative to the track. 

2. The surveying car of claim 1, wherein each of the 
surveying frames comprises universally linked frame 
parts including the axles of the frame whereby all the 
wheels may be maintained in contact with the respec 
tive rails of the track at any camber of the track. 

3. The surveying car of claim 1, wherein the chassis 
is mounted on two undercarriages and each undercar 
riage is arranged between the two axles of a respective 
one of the surveying frames. 

4. The surveying car of claim 1, wherein the two sur 
veying frames are adjacently mounted so that one of 
the axles of one of the frames is adjacent one of the 
axles of the other one of the frames, and the distance 
between the two adjacent axles of the frames is less 
than the distance between the axles of each frame, each 
frame forming a reference. 

5. The surveying car of claim 1, wherein at least some 
of the wheels of the surveying frames are ?anged 
wheels. and comprising means for selectively pressing 
selected ones of the flanged wheels against a selected 
one of the track rails into engagement therewith. the 
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selected rail and engaging wheels forming a reference. 

6. The surveying car of claim 1, further comprising 
means for establishing associated straight lines extend 
ing in the direction of the track, each of the straight 
lines extending between two points on each surveying 
frame, the associated lines enclosing angles therebe 
tween. 

7. The surveying car of claim 1, further comprising 
a reference system including a reference line associated 
with the surveying frames. 

8. A method of measuring the gage of a track, com 
prising the steps of placing on the track two surveying 
frames spaced from each other in the direction of track 
elongation, each surveying frame having two axles hav 
ing flanged wheels running on the track rails, support 
ing the two surveying frames on a chassis mounted on 
undercarriages for movement on and along the track 
rails, the surveying frames being so supported on the 
chassis that one axle of one of the surveying frames is 
closely adjacent one of the axles of the other surveying 
frame, and an undercarriage is arranged between the 
two axles of one of the surveying frames, continuously 
moving the chassis with the surveying frames on the un 
dercarriages in said direction, continuously laterally 
pressing respective wheels of the adjacent axles against 
the opposite rails in opposite transverse directions 
while the chassis is continuously moving, and measur 
ing the extend of the lateral movements of the wheels 
transversely of the track to establish the track gage. 

9. A method of measuring the camber of superele 
vation of a track, comprising the steps of placing on the 
track two surveying frames spaced from each other in 
the direction of track elongation, each surveying frame 
having two axles having wheels running on the track 
rails, the wheels of each surveying frame forming a 
quadrangle, supporting the two surveying frames on'a 
chassis mounted on undercarriage for movement on 
and along the track rails, the surveying frames being so 
supported that one of the undercarriages is arranged 
between the two axles of one of the surveying frames, 
establishing diagonal lines between the wheels of each 
of said surveying frames, extending the diagonal lines 
to a vertical plane wherein respective ones of the diago 
nal 'lines of respective ones of the surveying frames in 
tersect, and measuring the distance between the diago 
nal lines in the plane to establish the camber or superel 
evation. 

10. A method of measuring the ?exure of a track on 
a ballast bed, comprising the steps of placing on the 
track two surveying frames spaced from each other in 
the direction of track elongation, each surveying frame 
having two axles having wheels running on the track 
rails supporting the two surveying frame on a chassis 
mounted on undercarriages for movement on and 
along the track rails, the surveying frames being so sup 
ported that each of the undercarriages is arranged be 
tween the two axles of a respective one of the surveying 
frames, establishing a ?rst surveying point determined 
by one of the surveying frames, and measuring the ver 
tical position of a second surveying point determined 
by the other surveying frame in respect of to the first 
surveying point. 

11. A method of measuring the strength of the rail 
fastening of track rails to their ties, comprising the 
steps of placing on the track two surveying frames 
spaced from each other in the direction of track elon 
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gation, each surveying frame having two axles having 
?anged wheels running on the track rails, supporting 
the two surveying frames on a chassis mounted on un 
dercarriages for movement on and along the track rails, 
the surveying frames being so supported on the chassis 
that one axle of one of the surveying frames is closely ' 
adjacent one of the axles of the other surveying frame 
and one of the undercarriages is arranged between the 
two axles of one of the surveying frames, continuously 
moving the chassis with the surveying frames on the un 
dercarriages in said direction, continuously laterally 
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pressing respective wheels of the adjacent axles against 
the opposite rails in opposite transverse directions 
while the chassis is continuously moving with a lateral 
pressing force exceeding a predetermined strength of 
the rail fastening to permit the fastening to become 
loose and the track rails to become laterally displaced 
under the pressing force, and measuring the extent of 
such lateral displacement of the track rails caused by 
the lateral pressing force thereagainst. 

>l< * * wk * 


